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WORLD CONFERENCE UPDATE:
CLINICAL LEADERSHIP SYMPOSIUMS,
MERCYME, AND MORE!

Join us in
Nashville
Sept. 27-30!

o

One of the world’s leading events for Christian
counselors and caregivers keeps growing as the
AACC team continues to add new and exciting
features to the 2017 “Break Every Chain” World
Conference in Nashville, Tennessee. Thousands
have already signed up to join us from September 27-30 at the beautiful Opryland Hotel for
our 56 preconference workshops, exemplary
plenary speakers, top-notch events, and 25
unique counseling tracks. Now there are even
more reasons to attend!
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Thousands have already registered for this
exciting event… join us before we sell out!
CLINICAL SYMPOSIUMS
For the first time on our main stage, we will feature two clinical symposiums
during plenary sessions. These dynamic conversations with clinical experts promise
guidance on understanding and applying the latest findings in clinical research.
Our first symposium will focus on neurobiology and feature Harvard medical
school graduate, Dr. Dan Siegel, author of The Whole Brained Child and founding
co-director of the Mindful Awareness Research Center at UCLA. Dr. Siegel will be
joined on stage by Ds. Curt Thompson and Gary Sibcy. Dr. Thompson, author of
The Soul of Shame, is a psychiatrist in private practice in Virginia and founder of
Being Known. He has conducted Webinars, pre-conference workshops, and intensives for the AACC with consistent rave reviews from attendees. Dr. Gary Sibcy is a
Licensed Clinical Psychologist who has educated, trained, and supervised counselors for more than 15 years. AACC members will recognize him for his leadership in
hosting AACC Webinars, recent Neurobiology 2.0 courses, and co-leading Attachment Based Intervention Specialist (ABIS) training with Dr. Tim Clinton.
Our second clinical symposium features Dr. Sue Johnson, the primary developer of Emotionally Focused Couples and Family Therapy (EFT), a methodology
which has demonstrated its effectiveness in peer-reviewed clinical research spanning over 30 years. Dr. Johnson will be joined by Dr. Sharon May, the Founder and
President of Safe Haven Relationship Counseling Center in Carlsbad, California.
It is an honor to introduce these symposiums to our conference lineup, and we
cannot wait to see the impact of these presentations on the thousands of ministries
represented by our conference attendees.
TWO TRACKS ADDED!
In the fall of 2016, we announced 23 planned tracks for this year’s World Conference, drawing hundreds of proposals through our Call for Papers. As a true testimony to the depth of our talent pool, we decided to add two new tracks to fit in
more of our outstanding applicants. Linsday Grutz, track leader of the newly added
Childhood Issues, Therapy, and School Counseling track, shares: “We’ve just introduced a new track that focuses on working with one of the most vulnerable populations—our children. Social workers, school counselors, and professional and lay
counselors will benefit from the sessions, as well as gain an opportunity to connect
with others who are working with similar populations and issues. I am honored to
be able to work with Dr. Tim Clinton and the AACC as we increase the training and
leadership in this area of mental healthcare.” Visit our Web site at www.worldconference.net to see all 25 tracks.
MERCYME
The artists who brought us the chart-topping song, “I Can Only Imagine,” will lead
us in live worship from the main stage and has been confirmed for a special appearance as we open a plenary session in beautiful music. Worshipping together is
always a highlight of AACC conferences, and we know this will be a special experience for all attendees.
There is still more to come with additional headlining plenary speakers to be
announced later this summer. Thousands have already registered for this exciting
event… join us before we sell out! We can’t wait to see you in September! ;
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AACC Members, call an
Enrollment Advisor
today to discuss our

15% discount!

WHERE IS YOUR
CLASSROOM?
At HBU, it’s wherever you are...

Online undergraduate and graduate degrees in Christian Counseling and Pastoral Counseling
HBUonline.com 855-HBU-1960
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PRESIDENTIAL UPDATE: PART 1I
Tim Clinton, Ed.D., LPC, LMFT, BCPCC

Each quarter, I have the opportunity to share with our members all that God is doing in and through the organization.
I am encouraged that the Christian counseling movement
remains strong, vibrant, and continues to grow around the
world. Here are a few of the exciting things that are happening right now:
Continuing Education for LCSWs
The AACC was recently approved as a continuing education
provider with the Association of Social Work Boards (ASWB).
This achievement was an almost 10-year pursuit, but we
are overjoyed to share that with Dr. Bob Shaw’s leadership,
along with the AACC team and invaluable help from Dr. Fred
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DiBlasio and Leslie Vernick, we are now able to grant CEs
for all conference-related workshops that are 50 minutes or
longer. In addition, we are also able to grant CEs for our live
CounselTalk Webinars. As always, it remains the responsibility
of all licensed professionals, including LCSWs, to check with
their local licensing and regulatory boards for any necessary
authorization and approval.
Counseling Curriculum Expanded – Military PAIR,
New 2.0s, + More
This past year, we have dramatically increased our resource
library in order to better equip Christian counselors through
expert training and affordable video series.

FROM THE PRESIDENT
"I am encouraged that the Christian counseling movement remains
strong, vibrant, and continues to grow around the world."
The Christian Counselors Training and Resource Series has
expanded to include six more dynamic and exciting courses,
including Biblical Counseling, Child and Adolescent Issues,
Healthy Sexuality, Counseling Women, Sexual Addictions,
and Marital Communication and Conflict Resolution. Each
toolkit includes video training lectures, course texts, audio
presentations from AACC conferences, strategically selected
articles from Christian Counseling Today magazine, Courageous
Living videos, and one of the AACC’s Quick-Reference Guides.
Another series that has grown dramatically is our Christian Counseling Best Practices 2.0 Series, all of which qualify for
Continuing Education credit. With more than 35 titles to
choose from, some of our newest offerings include:
• Military Care and Counsel 2.0
• Neurobiology 2.0
• Forgiveness and Reconciliation 2.0
• Alcoholism 2.0
• Eating Disorders 2.0
• Sexual Abuse 2.0
• Crisis Management 2.0
• Healthy Sexuality 2.0
• Perfectionism 2.0
• The Blessing 2.0
• Blended Families 2.0
• Racial Healing & Reconciliation 2.0
Coaching Curriculum Expanded
Courses like the new Grief and Loss Coaching 2.0 allow life
coaches to learn from experts and gain valuable knowledge
designed just for them. Other recent titles include: Becoming
a Life Coach 2.0, Marriage Mentoring and Couple Coaching
2.0, and Health and Wellness Coaching 2.0.
Suicide Assessment and Intervention Training
Given the high demand for last year’s Suicide PAIR Certification Program, we have produced a specialized version
designed for the military population. Our Military PAIR
Certification Program, launched in 2016, includes specialized
information for those working with the military. We have also
designed an add-on module for the Suicide PAIR Certification
Program that specifically addresses Elder Suicide, and are
nearing completion for a Teen Suicide module as well.
Credentialing Boards Growing and Expanding
The three credentialing boards, under the administrative
umbrella of the International Board of Christian Care (IBCC),
continue to grow and expand. A new Web site, www.ibccglobal.com, has been launched to provide information, application materials, and other critical documentation for: the
Board of Christian Professional and Pastoral Counselors (BCPPC), the Board of Christian Life Coaches (BCLC), and the
Board of Christian Crisis and Trauma Responders (BCCTR).

Under the BCPPC, we have added two specialist designations: Post-traumatic Stress Disorder Specialist and the Addiction
and Recovery Specialist. In order to qualify for the specialist
designation, an individual needs to first be credentialed with
any one of the four levels of counseling certification. Under
the Life Coaching Board, we have added three specialists: Certified Crisis Pregnancy Life Coach Specialist and Certified James C.
Dobson Life Coach Specialist (three specific areas). An additional
specialization, Certified Bible Life Coach & Soul Care Specialist, is
currently being developed and should be available soon.
Specialization Counselor Training and Coaching
Intensives Launched
Last fall, the AACC was excited to launch two brand-new
Counselor Specialization Intensive Trainings! Led by researchers and founding developers, Drs. Ev Worthington, Jr. and
Jennifer Ripley, the first training took place in October on
Hope Focused Couples Therapy. The second intensive training, held in November, featured Drs. Tim Clinton and Gary
Sibcy and provided Attachment Based Intervention Specialist
training. These 12-hour training sessions provided an opportunity for counselors to learn from experts on specialized
topics without having to commit to an entire week of training. Additionally, over the past several years, the AACC has
offered a number of other 12-hour specialization workshops
during its National Conferences.
Given the success of these two intensive trainings, we are
already planning to host more weekend intensive specialization trainings after the World Conference!
AACC Action
This past year, we launched AACC Action, which is designed
to be a proactive, multidisciplinary support and advocacy
group for concerned members to be able to effectively network, share ideas/strategies, and learn how to lobby for legislation, as well as religious and professional practice freedoms
potentially affecting and impacting the entire mental health
community.
The AACC Action committee held its inaugural meeting
at the 2016 AACC National Conference in Dallas, Texas, and
will hold its second meeting at the 2017 World Conference in
Nashville, Tennessee. For more information on how you can
be a part of this important new initiative, please contact Dr.
Jared Pingleton, Vice President of Professional Development,
at jared.pingleton@aacc.net.
Growing Divisions Continue to Equip Members
in Diverse Areas
As members of the AACC, you may or may not know that we
have eight unique and diverse divisions that are designed to provide networking and content-specific resources, such as quarterly newsletters, to all division members. They are:
Christian Counseling Connection
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•
•
•

Addictions & Recovery Network (ARN)
Biblical Counseling & Spiritual Formation Network
(BCSFN)
Crisis Pregnancy & Abortion Recovery Network
(CPARN)
Grief, Crisis & Disaster Network (GCDN)
Marriage & Family Network (MFN)
Military Counseling Initiative (MCI)
Multicultural Division (MCD)
Society for Christian Psychology (SCP)

Each division encourages its members in specific areas of
counseling and caregiving and invites them to submit articles
that can benefit other members in the division.
Student Chapters/Student Insurance Continues
to be a Valuable Benefit
Students and new graduates in the profession are the future
of Christian counseling and, as a result, we want to make sure
we have plenty of resources and exciting opportunities for
these individuals, as well as professional counselors. AACC
student memberships, designed especially for master’s level
counseling students, have introduced a new generation of
up-and-coming Christian counselors to the valuable resources

JOIN AN AACC
DIVISION TODAY!

and community of the AACC. Student members are able to
join the AACC at a discounted price while still gaining access
to valuable training through live Webinars, monthly newsletters, discounts on resources and conference registrations, and
other member benefits. The AACC also continued its popular
option of professional liability insurance for student members
for a small annual fee. Student members are encouraged to
form chapters through their colleges and universities and
encourage their peers to come together and grow through service and learning activities. One of our flagship student chapters is based out of Liberty University in Lynchburg, Virginia.
If you are a faculty member or counseling student interested
in starting a student chapter at your university, please contact
Dina Jones, Director of Professional and Public Relations, at
dina.jones@aacc.net.
I am thankful for you, our members, and love hearing stories of how the Lord is using you to touch broken lives and
bring His healing message to those who are discouraged and
without hope. It is an honor to serve you and serve others
together.
We love being a part of your life! ;

Assisting people with substance abuse,
psychological and behavioral addiction, and the
recovery process.

Making God’s Word and spiritual life prevalent in
the counseling process for those who hunger for
spiritual maturity.

Empowering marriage & family therapists,
caregivers, educators and ministry leaders.

Increase your counselor effectiveness and
provide expert care and counsel for our nation’s
military service members and their families.

Equipping and training counselors and
caregivers to offer effective healing and
forgiveness to those suffering wounds caused
by abortion and sexual trauma.

Promoting a greater awareness and
understanding of multiculturalism and the
impact of cultural and ethnic
differences on the counseling process.

Designed for those serving in all helping fields
related to grief counseling, crisis response and
disaster services through training, certification,
networking and collaboration.

Advocating and supporting the
development of Christian psychology
and research.

WWW.AACC.NET
1.800.526.8673

Regular AACC Membership Required
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“THE STRUGGLE IS REAL” SUMMIT
CONTRIBUTES TO THE AACC’S
MENTAL HEALTH AND THE MISSION
OF THE CHURCH INITIATIVE

o

On opening night, “The Struggle is Real” Summit conference in Lynchburg, Virginia, had attendees transfixed by Josh McDowell’s personal testimony. Those who
heard him speak for the first time sat alongside others who have been blessed by
his words before, and all were touched by his powerful story of overcoming a painful past. Pastors, lay counselors, social workers, Sunday school teachers, and other
caring believers joined together at Thomas Road Baptist Church (TRBC) in Lynchburg from April 27-29th. TRBC Senior Pastor, Jonathan Falwell, also made a deep
impact on opening night, sharing a message titled, “Called to Compassion: God’s
Directive to His Church.”
With hundreds of attendees, the Summit had a connected and intimate feel.
Crowd favorite and singer-songwriter, Michael O’Brien, led heartfelt worship
throughout the three-day event.
The Summit was born out of Dr. Tim Clinton’s mission to ignite a movement
within the Church to break the silence and stigma of mental illness and offer a gateway of grace, love, understanding, help, hope, and direction for those struggling
with mental disorders, as well as their families and loved ones. This groundbreaking
event attracted Christian counseling and ministry leaders from all over the East Coast.
Christian Counseling Connection
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Featured keynote speakers included
seasoned clinicians, psychiatrists, educators, pastors, and ministry leaders
such as Tim Clinton, Warren Kinghorn,
Ed Stetzer, Tim Jennings, Diane Langberg, Ron Hawkins, Siang-Yang Tan,
and more.
The movement does not stop with
our Lynchburg event! Dr. Clinton continued the conversation on “Mental
Health and the Mission of the Church”
during Mental Health Awareness Month
in May. Through AACC social media
pages, Dr. Clinton shared facts and statistics related to the Church and mental
health, reaching tens of thousands with
information and research about this
important topic.
You can be a part of the movement!
The AACC is planning to host four “The
Struggle is Real” Summits in 2018. Additionally, our 2017 World Conference
in September at the Opryland Hotel in
Nashville will feature a new track on
Mental Health and the Mission of the
Church, with seven distinct workshops.
We are also thrilled to announce
Dr. Tim Clinton’s new book, The Struggle is Real: How to Minister to Mental and
Relational Health Needs in the Church,
available at the upcoming World Conference! This exciting new work, by Dr.
Clinton and Dr. Jared Pingleton who
served as general editors, seeks to equip
ministry leaders around the globe to
meet the many emotional and relational
needs that exist in the Church today.
The book is an excellent resource that
should be part of every ministry library.
Experts in the field of mental health
have contributed content that will help
church leaders develop resources to aid
their local churches in critical ministry capacities, such as sexual integrity,
trauma response, marriage mentoring,
parenting support, military family support, and many other areas of need.
“The Church needs to be at the
center of bringing hope and healing to
those seeking help and direction with
life’s most difficult issues and challenges” states Dr. Clinton. We hope you will
join the “Mental Health and the Mission
of the Church” movement through future events, resources and, most importantly, your prayers. ;
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MENTAL
HEALTH
AND FAITH
• WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW •
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“Many people do not realize the power that religious faith plays
in emotional healing, despite what they hear during Sunday
sermons. Objective, systematic, scientific research, though,
has shown the power of religious faith in coping with life’s
problems” says Dr. Harold Koenig, Director of the Center for
Spirituality, Theology, and Health at Duke University Medical
Center.
People who have attended an AACC event know that
our plenary speakers are selected for their ability to deliver
incredible clinical insight and biblical wisdom in their presentations. We were truly honored to have featured Dr. Koenig in
a keynote luncheon at the 2017 Lynchburg Summit. His talk
on “Mental Health and Faith: What You Need to Know” was
a timely address to the Summit audience of ministry leaders,
pastors, small group facilitators, counselors, mental health
advocates, life coaches, crisis responders, chaplains, and other
caregivers. Dr. Eric Scalise, who introduced Dr. Koenig, said,
“Dr. Koenig and his evidenced-based research have given
Christian counseling a strong voice and a legitimate seat at the
table among mental health professionals, across all disciplines,
in the academy, and where it counts the most… providing
hope and strength to those who are hurting and broken.”
The Summit was centered around mental health and the
mission of the Church, and Dr. Koenig opened with a powerful
statement that faith communities are on the front lines of dealing with mental health issues. This was a poignant reminder
that clergy members provide nearly as much mental healthcare
as the entire group of professionals associated with the American Psychological Association (APA). Given that reality, it is imperative that churches are equipped to identify mental health
issues, provide support, and make referrals as appropriate.
Dr. Koenig noted that a drop off in church attendance
sometimes results from depression, anxiety, or substance abuse
problems. Church leadership and members can follow up
with those not attending to show support and offer a listening
ear. He went on to say, “The Church plays a crucial role in
the prevention of mental illness (by the Christian message it
sends and the spiritual community it provides), in the identification of mental illness (among members and families), in
the support and encouragement of those with mental illness,
and in the referral of those with mental illness to mental health
professionals for proper treatment.” Dr. Koenig shared that
about 80% of emotional problems can be handled within the
Church through compassionate concern and fellowship. The
remaining 20% of problems, such as suicidal ideation or other
severe mental health issues, must be referred to competent professionals or the consequences could be severe. In these cases,
ministry leaders must be prepared to refer to local medical
physicians, psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, and licensed counselors. If you are a mental health professional, you
can empower your community’s churches by offering referral
information regarding your services.
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Dr. Koenig also addressed the impact that spirituality has
on the mental and physical health and well-being of an individual. Countless studies have proven that religious people are
healthier… and not just physically. Those who are spiritually
focused also tend to be psychologically, socially, and behaviorally healthier than those who are not. It is important to note
that these studies are not always specifically and exclusively
focused on individuals who are professing Christians. Rather,
the research demonstrates that individuals from various faith
backgrounds, including Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, and others
tend to be healthier if they are religiously active.
These findings have application to so many of the helping
relationships in which Christian counselors find themselves.
Not only do they apply to a client or counselee, but also to the
counselor. It is, therefore, advantageous for Christian counselors to be involved in their churches, spend time with the
Lord and in His Word, pursue disciplines that develop their
clinical competence, and appropriately, but proactively, seek
ways to integrate the element of faith into client care. The body
of research, especially over the past several decades, strongly
supports the benefits and efficacy in doing so. ;

Transformation for Christian Leaders!
Located in the beautiful Colorado
Rockies, Marble Retreat has
provided a peaceful haven for those
in Christian ministry to find lifechanging healing, transformation,
rest, and communion with God.
Since 1974, over 4,000 people
have benefitted from Marble
Retreat’s unique program, which
consists of a purposeful and
professional combination of individual and group counseling
with ample time for relaxation, reflection, and world class
recreation. Marble Retreat is an excellent choice for Christian
Leaders who are struggling. We can help!

Visit our website at: www.marbleretreat.org
or call 970.963.2499.
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CHRISTIAN PSYCH NOTES
from the Society for Christian Psychology

Is Cognitive Therapy a Trojan Horse? Part I
Mike McGuire, Ph.D.

“Men are disturbed,
not by things, but by
the principles and
notions which they form
concerning things.”
– Epictetus
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According to Homer, author of the Iliad and the Odyssey, the Greek army, having
unsuccessfully laid siege to Troy, built a large wooden horse, left it at the city gate,
and then appeared to withdraw. The Trojans, interpreting the gift as an offer of
peace from the Greeks, took the horse into their city. Unknown to them, Greek
soldiers hidden within the horse then emerged to attack the city, leading to its fall.
Thus arose the ancient warning that one should beware of Greeks bearing gifts.
Part I of this article will attempt to answer whether Stoicism and Neo-Stoicism
(specifically Cognitive Therapy) is a Trojan horse. Part II (to be published in a later
edition) will offer guidelines to help counselors (including cognitive behavioral
therapists) identify standards by which to evaluate their own practices and will end
with a suggestion for pursuing a consistently Christian psychology.
A good touchstone for this appraisal is a well-known quote by stoic philosopher, Epictetus: “Men are disturbed, not by things, but by the principles and
notions which they form concerning things.” How this statement was understood

CLINICAL PRACTICE

by Epictetus, how it is understood by cognitive therapists,
and whether it offers a useful insight for Christians will provide discernment concerning how each views the notion of
psychological well-being.
The Stoicism of Epictetus
To understand Epictetus, one must interpret his statement
in light of his Stoic philosophy. Stoics believed that people
would experience eudemonia (happiness and well-being) if
they wisely dwelt upon proper thoughts about nature (i.e.,
proper “principles and notions”).
Stoics believed that proper understanding of the world
included understanding the nature of god (a theology), the
nature of humans (an anthropology), and grasping a set of
ethical values consistent with god (ethics). To a contemporary human, this philosophy/religion would likely seem both
familiar and odd. In the Stoic view, all existence was corporeal
(material or tangible). Zeus, their greatest god, was a rational
being who coextended with nature—a type of world-mind in
which both the mind and world were corporeal. Zeus moved
nature in a way that he believed was rationally best for nature
as a whole, although this best for the whole might result in
suffering for some (e.g., deprivation, slavery, illness, war,
torture, and death). Consequently, the Stoic universe was governed by cause and effect operating among corporeal entities
in a system in which Zeus was present throughout and the

ultimate cause of all effects. Humans were merely extensions
of Zeus and the world; however, humans, having an independent rational ability bequeathed by Zeus, could think their
own thoughts.
Stoics viewed Zeus as the rational hegemon (ruler) over
nature and, in like fashion, the human rational faculty as the
hegemon over human emotions and behavior. Stoics believed
all human thought was linguistic and this form of thought
separated humans from beasts. They noted that humans
could rationally talk (i.e., reason) with themselves and others
about the nature of god and humans, and the best way to
approach life. In this perspective, humans not only had a tool
with which to face fate as it came from Zeus, they were also to
imitate the dispassionate rationality of Zeus. The good life, for
the Stoic, was the life in which one faced nature as it is and
affirmed certain ethical principles in order to suppress one’s
feelings allowing a person to face his or her fate with tranquility. For any Stoic, emotional disturbances were a failure of
ethical thinking (think Spock from Star Trek). Thus, grieving
the death of a child was a failure of ethical thinking—as was
being empathetic to another who was grieving the death of a
child. Stoics believed that nothing could interfere with their
ability to think rationally if they disciplined their thoughts
and consistently willed it to be so.
With this summary, we can properly understand Epictetus’s insight that, “Men are disturbed, not by things, but
Christian Counseling Connection
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“Neo-Stoics, in their attempt to modernize ancient Stoicism,
have made multiple changes to the Stoic worldview.”
by the principles and notions which
they form concerning things.” In the
context of his philosophy, this statement
affirms that if people would properly
embrace the Stoic view of nature and
ethics (the only proper “principles and
notions”), they would not be disturbed
by their fate as it emanated from Zeus.
Although Stoicism offered a “therapeutic” approach to life, it did not produce
what modern humans would value as
therapeutic. It controlled all emotions
(positive and negative) that could disrupt one’s equanimity (mental calmness
and composure) and, thus, Stoics were
intolerant of the expression of emotions,
including the expression of empathy
or comfort. These acts would have
been seen as foolish (rather than wise),
illogical (rather than rational), and cowardly (rather than courageous). Modern

14
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therapeutic thought would demand a
wholesale abandonment of the ethical
values of Stoicism.
Neo-Stoicism and Cognitive Therapy
Stoicism as a religion/philosophy was
eventually overwhelmed by other
approaches to life (e.g., Neo-Platonism
and Christianity). However, Stoicism,
after many years, has experienced a
recent increase of interest. The Neo-Stoic blog, “Stoicism Today,” was founded
in 2012 and sponsored for its first few
years by the University of Exeter in
Southwest England. In addition, philosophers who study Stoicism consider
Cognitive Therapy as a type of Neo-Stoicism. These contemporary revisions of
Stoicism both agree with and differ from
ancient Stoicism.
Ancient and Neo-Stoicism are likely

to agree that the individual is the master
(hegemon) over his or her thoughts,
that human thoughts are linguistic in
nature, that these linguistic thoughts
precede and determine feelings, that humans are fully capable of being rational
if they mentally discipline themselves,
that a rational approach to life is key to
the good life, and that this good life is
characterized by equanimity.
Neo-Stoics, in their attempt to
modernize ancient Stoicism, have made
multiple changes to the Stoic worldview.
Neo-Stoicism has abandoned Zeus as
the world hegemon while maintaining
the individual as the personal hegemon.
This means individuals cannot model
their approach to logical rationality on
the dispassionate and logical Zeus. It
also means that modern individuals,
independent of Zeus, must choose their

CLINICAL PRACTICE
beliefs about reality, their ethical values, their psychological
goals, and, thus, their preferred emotions. With the loss of
Zeus (the rational world-mind), rationality no longer refers to
logic, but to pragmatism (i.e., Neo-Stoics are not concerned
whether they follow the rules of formal logic but, instead,
are concerned whether their beliefs produce equanimity).
Furthermore, Neo-Stoicism has abandoned the ancient
philosophy of living according to reality (i.e., nature) while
one courageously faces his or her fate. It has replaced this
philosophy with living pragmatically by choosing preferred
emotions and then inventing beliefs that are most likely to
produce these emotions.
One can observe this shift in Albert Ellis, humanist psychologist and founder of rational emotive behavior therapy
(REBT). Consider Ellis’ argument against believing in God.
From his perspective, if one were to believe in God, he or
she would reasonably fear divine judgment. To avoid this
fear, Ellis simply tells himself that God does not exist, and
communicates to others that believing in God is unhealthy
because it creates a fear of which Ellis disapproves. Although
early Stoicism emphasized living according to reality (no matter how potentially fear inducing), Cognitive Therapy allows
people to choose thoughts that create the feelings they prefer.
Consequently, Cognitive Therapy has become human-centered rather than God-centered, and emotion-centered rather
than fact-centered. A similar shift can be seen in Ellis’ view of

Hope and Healing for the Whole Person
For over 30 years, The Center • A Place of HOPE has been helping
people change their lives for good. Our treatment programs are unique
and life changing. We look at the “whole person”, not just the parts
they want us to see. We dig deeper, walking alongside our clients with
customized care and treatment plans aimed at healing our clients
emotionally, physically, and spiritually.

We understand pain and, more importantly recovery. We specialize
in the treatment of:
• Depression
• PTSD

• Addiction
• Eating Disorders

• Anxiety
• Co-Occurring Issues

Faith-Based Track for Your Clients
Are you a professional counselor or clergy?
The Center • A Place of HOPE provides a
dedicated faith-based track for all clients
who desire it. We would love to visit with
you about our referral program and how
we can be the right solution for your clients
who need intensive, compassionate care.
“For I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord.
Plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to
give you hope and a future.” -Jeremiah 29:11

1.888.771.5166
info@aplaceofhope.com
aplaceofhope.com

rationality. The early Stoics were committed students of formal logic, for they equated being rational and being logical.
For Ellis, rationality is unrelated to formal logic. For him, rationality means pragmatically choosing thoughts that produce
desired emotions. In this modern therapeutic reconfiguration,
feelings carry more weight than both facts and logic. One
might accurately say that Ellis was post-truth before being
post-truth was popular. For Ellis, the widely known Epictetus
quote means humans can, independent of reality and logic,
choose principles or notions that will produce less disturbing
emotions as they seek to maintain tranquility in an impersonal, materialistic universe.
Early Stoicism, Cognitive Therapy, and Christianity
Both early Stoicism and contemporary cognitive therapy have
worked out systems that are at odds with Christianity. The
early Stoics began with a view of nature (Zeus as a corporeal
world-mind and humans as extensions of Zeus and creation—extensions whose thoughts are restricted to language
and whose emotions always follow their thoughts), and then
from this view of nature, they developed an approach to
facing one’s fate with equanimity. Cognitive therapy, its more
contemporary version, begins with the Stoic view of linguistic
thoughts that are believed to produce emotions, and then
assumes the validity of this belief within a radically different worldview—the worldview of atheistic naturalism. Both
assume either the hegemony of Zeus and humans or merely
the hegemony of humans. These assumptions of hegemony
are neither consistent with the Self-revelation of the Christian
God nor His designed role of humans or His demand that
Christ be recognized as the Eternal Hegemon (Eternal Ruler)
over all.
Thus, the challenge for Christian counselors is this:
since all forms of Stoicism require a hegemon, can parts of
this philosophy be liberated from Zeus and the rebellious
human mind in order to become servants of Christ? In other
words, if one attempts to demand cognitive therapy yield to
Christian theology, would it, like Epictetus, withdraw into
an internal dialog and refuse to submit? To put it in Homeric terms, would it remain an impressive gift with hostile
soldiers inside? To pursue an answer to this question, Part II
of this article will consider the guidelines for evaluating when
Stoicism (whether early or late) demands to be the hegemon
over Christ and His church. It will allow the reader to answer
this question for him or herself. In addition, it will suggest an
approach for pursuing a consistently Christian psychology. ;
Mike McGuire, Ph.D., is a retired seminary
professor with interests in psychology,
theology, and philosophy and is committed to
promoting and practicing Christian psychology. He holds an M.Ed., Th.M., and a Ph.D., and
is an LMFT Supervisor (TX).
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HEARTS THAT MELT
Keeping Yourself Open to Love

w
W. Jesse Gill, Psy.D.

Why do some of us have hearts that are malleable, while others are hard or frozen?
I admire those who approach life with a certain openness, curiosity, and trust. We
all go through loss and suffering in this life, but some people work through the
pain more quickly than others. They retain an intimate faith, settled confidence,
and tenderness of soul. Others, however, take on roots of bitterness and disengage
from living more fully. What makes the difference? Are the tenderhearted ones in
denial? Or is there something that we can learn from them?
The ancient book of Job deals with these very themes. After losing everything,
Job wrestled with pain and bitterness, along with the temptation to become hardened or “curse God and die” (Job 2:9). Instead, he humbly confessed that God was
still at work amidst all the suffering. He placed his hope and trust in God: “I know
that my Redeemer lives” (Job 19:25). Job was not the only one in Scripture to face
this struggle between having a heart that is hardened and one that is soft.
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God’s chosen people of Israel went through tremendous
suffering, abuse, and oppression during 400 years of bondage
in Egypt. These traumatic experiences threatened to snuff out
the flame of faith and promise which their ancestors, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, had known so intimately.
The multigenerational trauma which the Israelites encountered in Egypt must have severely impacted their ability
to see God face-to-face and hold on to the promise of faith.
Trauma and abuse impact the human nervous system in ways
that are verbal and nonverbal. They shift our body posture
away from being open in relationships to one of being guarded or even frozen.
Attachment Theory describes God’s bonding process for
human relationships. Children who consistently receive the
tender gaze of their parents, physical affection, and accurate
emotional support will develop a relationship style called
secure attachment.1 Securely attached children are open,
curious, and manifest a settled confidence that bolsters them
through life’s hard times. They experience sensitive and responsive caregivers during their formative years. As a result,
they turn toward those who care for them in moments of
need or duress. Securely attached children also learn to melt
into their caregivers’ arms instead of becoming rigid or frozen.2 Picture a child who is in a state of distress. She cries,
and her mother comes to the rescue. The child turns toward
her mother’s reassuring voice and melts into her loving embrace. Her solace is immediate as she receives the comfort for
which she beckons.
However, what if you had to soothe yourself because
comfort was scarce or inconsistent? Worse, what if the very
people who were supposed to comfort you were the ones who
terrified you? Children who had to soothe or brace themselves against attack may take on a hardness of heart as a defense mechanism. They may struggle to trust and often have a
body posture that is rigid, defensive or “touch averse.”

The nation of Israel was traumatized during its captivity
in Egypt. Yet, God longed to heal His people and draw them
back to that place of secure attachment their ancestors once
knew and experienced. He raised up Moses to guide them to
a position of wholeness, healing, and into the Promised Land.
It is interesting that God first revealed Himself to Moses in
terms of a deeply secure attachment. In Exodus 3:12-14, He
communicated reassurance of His love and very nature: “I will
be with you.” That is who, “I am.”3
Moses was transformed from this profound encounter
with the love and abiding presence of God. He went from
being an outcast shepherd in the wilderness to becoming a
man who stepped forward in faith. Moses was still frightened
to face the tyrant, Pharaoh, but he was no longer running
from God or His calling. He fully stepped into his place as
a securely attached man of faith. In fact, Moses was known
as one who God spoke to “… face to face, as one speaks to a
friend…” (Exodus 33:11).
It was quite an arduous process to draw the people of
Israel from a place of hardness and insecurity into a restored
relationship with their Creator. However, that was always
God’s desire for them. “And I will give you a new heart, and I will
put a new spirit in you. I will take out your stony, stubborn heart
and give you a tender, responsive heart” (Ezekiel 36:26, NLT). I
believe this is His desire toward all of us, as well. No matter
what our childhood experiences were, we all have faced separation from God from the moment of birth. We come from
God, the eternally relational Triune God. Yet, our sin nature
separates us from His presence in ways that often traumatize
the human soul.
Fortunately, God knows that we need to be reunited with
Him; and He has already taken the first steps toward us. We
must turn our hearts, bodies, and gazes upward to Him to
receive the gift of love He has so graciously given us in Christ.
We must take that first, vulnerable step of faith and reach
Christian Counseling Connection
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to Him daily, especially in times of distress. In ways that are
mysterious beyond words, God reaches back to us and keeps
our hearts tender to His voice. As Charles Spurgeon delivered in his sermon on September 18, 1887, “‘God maketh
my heart soft,’ said Job, and in the best sense this is true. The
Holy Spirit makes us like wax, and we become impressible
to his sacred seal. Remember, you that are hard of heart, that
your hope lies this way; God himself, who melts the icebergs
of the northern sea, must make your soul to yield up its hardness in the presence of his love.”4
For us and those we counsel with and minister to, it is a
process to cultivate or regain a tender heart. Some have more
layers of pain to sift through, but it is well worth the risk and
journey of faith to reach a place of security. I want to be one
of those people who has a tender heart, an openness to life, a
curiosity, settled confidence, and faith. Do you?
You can learn more about the map for attachment relationships, both in marriage and with your Heavenly Father,
by reading the book, Face to Face: Seven Keys to a Secure Marriage.5 To more exclusively focus on a secure attachment with
God, also please see the book, God Attachment: Why You Believe,
Act, and Feel the Way You Do About God.6 ;
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We expect a lot from the Church, often forgetting the Church is simply “us” gathered
together.
Like many, I expect more, a perfect place of safety and refuge. I want to go there,
send people there, gather there and know I will be safe. When I think of “church,” I go
back to my childhood in a huge building with an even bigger sanctuary—a place of safety. Never did I imagine there might be troubles behind the scenes, issues not publicly
discussed.
Many years later and not so naïve, I realize there are problems that are sometimes
overlooked or undetected, one of which is the issue of emotional abuse. Thirty-five percent of married women experience emotional abuse from their husbands or significant
others consisting of: constant criticism, excessive jealousy, the use of power to control
and overwhelm, intimidation and threats, control of finances, misuse of authority/spiritual abuse, isolation from family/friends, and punishment if she doesn’t comply with his
wishes.
Often, these factors are covert and rarely talked about, even in that place of safety—
our churches. While the presence of emotional abuse is the greatest risk factor and predictor of physical violence, it is often denied and kept secret. The statistics are probably
greater than reported and they do exist in the Church.

"How could she be
angry with God,
the pastors, and her
church? Why weren’t
they protecting her?
Why had her friends
disappeared?"

ONE WOMAN’S STORY
Jodi and Jake had been active in their church for years. Jodi’s world revolved around her
husband, children, and church. She sensed a calling to serve and gave her time and energy to their faith community. It was her second family. Jodi tolerated Jake’s emotionally
abusive behavior, angry outbursts, blaming, shaming, and erratic behavior because she
loved their kids, church, and ministry.
One day, Jodi was told by a “friend” that Jake was having an affair with a member
of the worship team. Crushed, she spoke to him, sharing the allegations. Instead of
denying the accusation, he told her he didn’t love her and this other person was a better
fit for him. Frightened, Jodi turned to her pastor, where she was then sent on to the
assistant pastor, who simply told her to go home and pray for a change.
That’s when she came to me. “I never thought I would be the other woman,” Jodi
told me during our initial counseling session. “We were totally involved in our church;
sure Jake’s abusive personality scared me, but I felt safe and protected at church. I had
friends. My faith in the Lord grew there. When I found out about his affair, I expected
our church to support me. I was wrong.”
“What happened?” I asked.
“We gave our time, energy, money, talent… everything, yet they turned their back
on me. I’m so confused. My church is not protecting me. I feel scared and alone,” she
said.
Jodi was conflicted. How could she be angry with God, the pastors, and her
church? Why weren’t they protecting her? Why had her friends disappeared? The
church leaders were Jake’s close friends and made it clear they were not going to speak
out against him. They danced around the issue of emotional abuse.
Looking back at her marriage, Jodi realized she had allowed Jake to be center stage
at home, at work, and in their church. She realized she had been afraid of his constant
irritability and angry outbursts. If she confronted him, he accused her of being an unsupportive, unsubmissive wife. Jodi felt shamed and kept silent.
BETRAYED BY THE CHURCH
Often, the first place a woman will go for help is the Church. She expects the leadership
to provide the context for healing, surrounding her family with correction, support,
accountability, and love by shepherding them to health and godliness.
“I’m sorry,” I said. “I’ve heard many stories like yours. Many pastors aren’t trained
Christian Counseling Connection
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in emotional abuse and don’t know how to help.” Her church’s
response is tragically common. Seeking help, women like Jodi
reach out to the Church only to be sent home with a handful
of Scriptures. Many women are patronized and told everything
will be okay, while church leadership refuses to take a critical
stand.
SUPPORT FOR THE PERPETRATOR
Already wounded from years of abuse and control by her
husband, Jodi now faced rejection and betrayal by Jake and her
church. Though initially her church appeared to be supportive,
there was no intervention.
This kind of implied support, with no action, only leads
to another layer of abuse. Dr. Paul Hegstrom, founder of Life
Skills, comments on situations like this in his book, Angry Men
and the Women Who Love Them: Breaking the Cycle of Physical
and Emotional Abuse. He states, “It is a sad state of affairs in the
Church when a woman has been abused; it seems that the congregation, her friends, and the clergy shy away from dealing
with the situation. She feels forsaken by those she should be
able to lean on the most.”
Jodi expected to be protected by her church family from
her husband’s emotional abuse. She expected understanding,
compassion, and confrontation. She expected spiritual and
emotional support. Sadly, that didn’t happen. She felt deeply
hurt, but her deepest betrayal came when her church supported her husband because of his “difficult, unsubmissive wife”
and protected and denied his abusive behavior. He continued
on the worship team and his affair was ignored. Jodi navigated
her crisis alone, creating yet another layer of emotional abuse.
PATRIARCHY AND THE CHURCH
Jodi was angry at everyone who forms the Church. She was
troubled at the lack of help she received from the “shepherds of
the flock.” Were her expectations too high, or did her church
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let her down? If her church failed her, is it also guilty of participating in her abuse?
These are tough and, perhaps, unsettling questions. Her
words caused me to think… of course the Church is fallible,
and we cannot expect it to be perfect, but should we not expect it to stand against situations of abuse, both emotional and
physical?
I sat and listened to Jodi; she had done her research. She
was intense and incisive and had taken the time to consider
her position. “Our church is led by men, and Jake is part of the
club,” she said. “I don’t feel heard. My voice has been silenced,
and I don’t trust them to care for me. Where are those who
were supposed to love and protect me?”
Her thoughts and questions were clear, firm, and terribly
unsettling. It made me reconsider what was happening to Jodi
and many women within the Church. Is it significant that Jake
is a man, that his church is led by men, and that it’s part of a
larger culture dominated by men? Does it mean anything that
he is in leadership?
Sadly, the answer to each of these questions is, “Yes.”
While I have critical things to say about the Church, I want
to assure you that I love the Church; however, it is flawed
in many ways… just as we are. The Church has a history of
treating men and women differently. Patriarchy endorses men
running the Church, holding positions of authority and leadership, and maintaining a masculine feel to the life of the congregation. Women are often reduced, marginalized, and subordinated to men. Rachel Held Evans, a Christian columnist
and author, in her article, “Patriarchy and Abusive Churches,”
speaks to this pointedly. “Christian patriarchy is often illustrated as a series of umbrellas in which the male leadership of the
Church holds authority over the male leaders of their homes
who hold authority of the women and children at the bottom
of the hierarchy. This authority structure is typically described
as a series of ‘coverings’ or ‘protections’ but unfortunately, the
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effect is often the opposite, as abused women and children
find they have no recourse or power, as every decision in
their lives must be made by a series of men, many of whom
are more invested in protecting the reputation of the ministry than the people in it.”
I am a man and have been steeped in patriarchal
church history. I was raised in a patriarchal church, attended a patriarchal Bible school, and studied at a patriarchal
seminary. I have patriarchy running through my veins and
didn’t even know it. Maybe it’s time to critically review how
we do church?
RECONSIDERING YOUR SPIRITUALITY
Have I stepped on your spiritual toes or have you resonated
with Jodi’s story? Like me, you may cling to certain spiritual
doctrines: men lead the Church, spiritual leadership is to be
obeyed, and spiritual leaders have been trained and have a
direct line to God.
When it comes to the topic of emotional abuse in the
Church, however, it is time for us all to review our beliefs.
It is beyond time for us to listen to those being abused—not
just those abused in the past, but perhaps the person sitting
next to us in the pew who is being abused now. It is all too
common for those in a Christian environment to send an
abused wife the message that being godly means enduring
more, praying more, and letting God step in. Many believe
that God alone is the One to convict the man of abusive
behavior… that the wife has no right to speak out against
her husband’s violent actions.
Clearly, we all have a responsibility to work for an
emotionally healthy culture, both within ourselves and our
churches, and understand emotionally abusive conduct. We
must serve everyone in the Church, including both perpetrators and victims of abuse.
SEEING AND BEING THE CHURCH DIFFERENTLY
Questioning your spirituality means seeing the Church
differently. The Church is not for perfect people; it is for all
people—broken, hurting, lost—to come together and live
as God designed and called them to. The leadership has
a responsibility to shepherd the people—to protect them,
to bring shelter and healing for the broken, hurting, and
abused. It is never their calling to affirm or enable sin of any
kind!
I love the word “sanctuary”— a place of peace, safety,
and protection… a place to sit with God. Abused women
need a place of peace, safety, and protection. Having suffered from narcissistic and emotional abuse, they have experienced very little peace, safety, and protection and need an
opportunity to sit with their Heavenly Father.
What might that sanctuary look like, what can church
leadership do to create a safe place for abused women to
feel loved, supported, and deeply cared for? Pastors can
help men better understand their biblical roles in marriage
by providing balanced teaching on Ephesians 5:22-28,
offering marriage classes, and through counseling. AddiChristian Counseling Connection
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tionally, consider these practical tools churches can use to help
victims of narcissistic and emotional abuse, holding perpetrators accountable for change:
• Validate her feelings. Victims of abuse rarely exaggerate or lie about their experiences.
• Take a keen interest in the victim's story. Listen with
care to what she says.
• Determine the danger of her situation. Is this woman
safe? Is immediate intervention needed? What is the
next step?
• Learn all you can on the topic of narcissistic and
emotional abuse. Create a sanctuary for women to
speak about their experiences.
• Develop a study on family violence and prevention
in Sunday school and an adult education curriculum. Address topics of emotional abuse in marriage as
part of church study groups.
• Offer support and unconditional love. Connect
victims with support groups/prayer partners. Offer
support for healing. Assist victims in finding professional counseling.
• Men must enter into treatment for emotional abuse.
Church leadership must hold these men accountable.
• Make an appropriate referral to a Christian counselor
highly trained in emotional abuse. Both the perpetrator and victim will need ongoing professional help and
support, and the Church can be part of this process.

Churches can no longer ignore the severity and magnitude of
this issue. We must take steps to make church a safe place,
where victims and their abusers can find grace, love, and healing. We are all just people trying to be the Church. Locking
arms, we can all grow into the image of Jesus Christ. ;
David B. Hawkins, ACSW, Ph.D., is a
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with clients as Director of the Marriage
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Examiner. Dr. Hawkins is the author of more
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He has a new book coming out soon from
Harvest House Publishers, When Loving Him
is Hurting You: Hope and Healing for Victims of
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LAY HELPING

AN OASIS IN
THE DESERT

o

Burke Andrews, M.A.

One only needs to watch the news or read the latest headlines to know that the current drug
problem and its effect on our families and communities have reached a critical state. The
resources available fill media commercials and the Internet but, for many, the decision comes
when the question is asked, “Do you have insurance?” Sadly, this is where the search for help
sometimes ends as a result of no medical coverage or insufficient funds to afford the exorbitant costs for proper treatment.
However, there is hope! Located in the beautiful foothills of Central Virginia, there is
one oasis available—living water that can empower men to be free and break the chains of
substance abuse and dependence. It is called, Elim Home, and it is free to those who come
on their own volition and have a committed desire to change.
In 1958, Dr. Jerry Falwell established the Elim Home as the first outreach ministry of
Thomas Road Baptist Church where he pastored. Elim Home was launched near Appomattox, Virginia, and has since relocated to Amherst County, six miles north of Lynchburg.
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Out of personal experience, Dr. Falwell understood the devastating effects alcohol and drug abuse have on individuals and
their families. His desire was to meet them in their wilderness
and point them toward new life.
Our method is to empower men battling substance abuse
through the Gospel by providing a safe environment and being anchored in the Word of God. Elim’s program is designed
for men, ages 18-75, who have a deep desire for sobriety and
change, but have been unsuccessful in other efforts to be set
free from chemical dependency. There are no prerequisites
for residents to have been raised in the Church or have any
knowledge of the Bible. The message that is presented is
foundational and simple. We have learned through nearly
60 years of working with men that only an intimate, personal relationship with Jesus Christ can truly liberate someone
from dependency on alcohol and drugs. For some, this means
developing a new relationship with Christ; and for others, it
entails rekindling or building on the relationship they may
already have. Unlike other programs, many of the men who
come through the program are educated and successful, and
most have families and homes to return to upon completion.
Each man must be sincere and earnest in his desire to receive
help and willing to cooperate with those aiding in his recovery.
The home itself is peaceful, located in a rural setting in
the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Our facilities are
situated on 10 acres with mature trees, a fully operational

farm, and a creek. The men reside comfortably in dormitory-style living arrangements with two men to a room and a
total capacity of 14. There are no medical personnel on staff,
we do not accept insurance, and no formal/clinical diagnoses
are made of the men who enter the program.
The residential program runs for a total of eight weeks
and the objective for each resident is spiritual regeneration
that results in permanent sobriety. This is partially achieved
through group meetings twice a day for Bible study. These
meetings are biblically-centered, cover a variety of subjects,
and are typically led by guest speakers and pastors in the
area. Participants are also required to complete a study course
on practical Christian living and Scripture memorization, as
well as group and individual counseling. Substance abuse
counseling is conducted by a qualified counselor and graduate-level interns. In addition, each man is assigned four different books on spiritual growth and discipleship. As part of
the program, men also attend three church services each week
at Thomas Road Baptist Church. Residents must commit
themselves to stay the duration of the program and be willing
to abstain completely from all forms of alcohol and drugs. At
Elim Home, we build upon the foundational principle in 2
Corinthians 5:17, “Therefore if any man be in Christ, he is a
new creature: old things are passed away; behold, all things
are become new.”
The program at Elim is free of charge… we operate
completely from charitable donations. Each man is provided
a comfortable room, a balanced diet, laundry service, and
linens. A jobs program, involving approximately four hours
of work each weekday, is another vital part of the recovery
process; however, unlike some programs, work is not the
primary focus. The home represents a place of protection and
care for men as they discover a new way forward. Thousands
of men from all walks of life have found their way to Elim
and walk away with a better understanding of Christ’s love
and grace. We have not designed our program to be strictly
regimented. Sufficient free time is provided to accomplish
assignments and establish daily personal devotions, Bible
study, and prayer time, while still leaving plenty of room
for recreation, including basketball, horseshoes, ping-pong,
billiards, and fishing.
We also understand that no program by itself can change
a man’s desires. Only when one genuinely seeks Christ will
he find ultimate deliverance from the bondage to alcohol and
drugs. It is our hope and prayer that while here, each man
will develop a godly lifestyle, experience genuine care and
support, receive needed resources, and be able to take these
important tools with him when he leaves. ;
Burke Andrews, M.A., is the Lead
Counselor for Elim Home, a Ministry of
Thomas Road Baptist Church, and holds master’s degrees in Professional Counseling and
Pastoral Counseling from Liberty University.
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WHY PASTORS
ARE LEAVING
THE CHURCH OR
PASTORATE

m
Donald Hicks, D.Min.

My intent in this article is to get your attention! I hope to provide information that
you can use as a counselor to understand and help bring healing to pastors, church
staff, church leadership, and members of the Church who have been wounded.
There have been several studies over the years to determine why pastors leave
a church or even the pastorate altogether. The reasons have ranged from not being
called of God to be a pastor, conflict with church leadership and/or members, moral failure, an inability to live on the salary the church was paying, ethical reasons,
unable to handle finances, marriage and/or family problems, untreated mental or
emotional problems, burnout, and pathological antagonists and/or “clergy killers”
who targeted the pastor and family for destruction.
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I was asked by Lifeway Research and the North American Mission Board, as an expert in church conflict and pastor
termination, to help provide questions focusing on these
issues. Thereafter, a national quantitative research study was
conducted which surveyed 1,500 pastors in 2015 on “Reasons for Attrition Among Pastors.” The study was released
in late 2016. When reading the results in the following data,
you should be aware that the pastors who responded were
ethnically diverse, represented four different denominations,
and came from various sized churches.
Pastor Attrition
The top reasons clergy left the pastorate were change in calling, conflict in church, and family issues.
Most ministers who have served as a senior pastor in another church said they had taken their previous congregation
as far as they could. Family needs and church conflict also led
many pastors to leave their previous positions.
Conflict
More than one in three pastors who served in a previous
church experienced a significant personal attack prior to leaving. This included the following:
• 38% – Conflict over changes that were proposed
• 38% – Conflict with lay leaders
• 34% – Experienced significant attack
• 31% – Conflict with a church patriarch or matriarch
• 27% – Conflict over leadership style
• 25% – Conflict over expectations about the pastor’s role
• 13% – Conflict over doctrinal differences
• 36% – None of these
More Stats on the Effect of Conflict on Pastors
• 64% who pastored in a previous church experienced
conflict in their last church
• 87% felt there would be a need to confront conflict
in their church this year

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One in five disagrees that his search team accurately
described the church before his arrival
48% have taken a course on interpersonal skills
54% have taken course on conflict of some kind
75% have taken courses on dealing with conflict
84% of churches have a process for church discipline
25% of pastors left their churches because of conflict
70% of churches have a document that clearly communicates their expectations for the pastor

Family
• More than nine out of 10 pastors agree that they
consistently protect time with their families
• More than one in three pastors agree ministry demands keep them from spending time with family
• One in three pastor families resented the demands of
pastoral ministry
• More than five out of 10 pastors agree they are often
concerned about the financial security of their families
• More than nine in 10 married pastors agree their
spouses found a fulfilling ministry in their churches
• 94% of married pastors agree their spouses are enthusiastic about life in ministry together
Why did the previous pastor leave the pastorate
you now pastor?
I have added comments to the answers based on my experience with pastors for the last 20 years.
• 37% Change of Calling – This should make us wonder what caused the change… unresolved conflict?
In my experience, this accounts for over half the
changes.
• 26% Conflict in the Church – Usually, the conflict
was between the pastor and a small group in the
church
• 17% Family Issues – This can include problems
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My prayer for Christian counselors is that God uses you
to bring healing to the people you work with every day.
within in the church affecting the family or internal
problems within the marriage or family
• 13% Poor Fit with the Church – This is often due
to the church search committee not doing their job
checking out the pastor or the pastor not checking
out the church
• 13% Moral or Ethical Issues – This could be preventable with appropriate training, support, accountability, and intervention
• 10% Burnout – Trying to do more than any human
can do
• 8% Personal Finances – Not handling finances correctly and not following a budget
• 5% Illness – Many of the illnesses pastors have are
because they do not take proper care of themselves
and their stress levels
• 3% Lack of Preparation for the Job – Not seeking
education and a mentor to help them navigate the
ministry
• 16% – Other
• 12% – Not sure
• 4% – None of these
It is interesting to note that 32% was other, not sure or
none of these. My sense is that the pastors were not being
transparent and most of the percentage would be some type
of internal or external conflict.
Conclusion
After working with pastors, their families, church leadership,
and churches, the evidence shows we are facing many issues
that need to be addressed if pastors and their congregations
are going to be healthy, enabling them to carry out the Great
Commandment and the Great Commission in the power of
the Holy Spirt!
In my estimation, the greatest hindrance to seeing broken
families, broken lives, and broken hearts healed through the
love and power of Jesus Christ is the need for repentance
to God and forgiveness toward each other among pastors,
church leadership, and church members. This was just one
study of many over the years that tells us we must address
conflict before it becomes destructive in the Church. Many
churches have lost their witness for Jesus because conflict
was not handled biblically. May we all take pause to consider those who do not know Christ as their Lord and Savior,
while also working to educate pastors and church leadership
to handle conflict in a biblical manner. In doing so, we may
see a wave of conflict resolution take place in our churches
that will bring the lost to Jesus and reclaim all the wounded
pastors and Christians. What the lost and broken need are
peacemakers to help them be reconciled to God and others!
My prayer for Christian counselors is that God uses you
to bring healing to the people you work with every day. Keep
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your eyes on Jesus for strength, protection, and wisdom… always staying aware that we are in a spiritual battle with Satan!
You may go to my Vimeo account (https://vimeo.com/
user57224413) and watch my testimony called, “A Clear and
Present Danger in the Church Today.” Also, feel free to download my doctoral dissertation titled: “A Study of the Conflicts
within Churches that Lead to the Termination of Pastors
within the Southern Baptist Convention, Accompanied by a
Proposal of Preventive and Interventional Solutions.” Both of
these resources may be helpful when counseling pastors, their
families, and church leaders… and can also be used with
clients and other counselors. ;
Don Hicks, D.Min., is the Founder/
President of Church Health Solutions, LLC,
and Assistant Professor of Practical Studies
at Liberty University’s Rawlings Graduate
School of Religion. He has been married
to his high school sweetheart, Tricia, for 38
years. They have three grown children and
make their home in Forest,Virginia.
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THESE TRENDS, FACTS, AND EMERGING REALITIES ARE INFLUENCING YOU AND YOUR CLIENTS’ WORLD TODAY!

PARENTING TODAY
IS HARDER

It’s a complex, rapidly changing world,
and parents today are feeling it. Seventy-eight percent of parents believe they
have a more complicated job in raising
their kids today than their parents did
raising them. Why? Parents say it’s technology. Also, parents seem to most often
identify issues that feel beyond their
control and are global in scope: a more
dangerous world or a lack of a common
morality. The consequences of these difficulties feel dire and, perhaps, scare parents more than local or personal factors
such as finances, bullying at school or
high academic pressures. (Barna 4/18/17)

WHO IS MOST CHANGING
AMERICAN CULTURE?

According to a new American Culture &
Faith Institute study, the types of organizations viewed as those responsible for
the greatest degree of positive change in
2016 were churches (noted by 47%);
families (19%); and non-profit organizations (14%). On the other hand, the types
of organizations viewed as least productive in bringing about positive cultural
change were the news media (34%);
the federal government (27%); and the
arts and entertainment media (17%).
Entities generally considered to not be
significantly involved in cultural change,

for better or worse, included large and
small business, public schools, state and
local governments, courts, the healthcare
industry, and the military. (American Culture &
Faith Institute 4/25/17)

NEW SPIRITUALITY

New Barna research finds 28% of U.S.
Christians strongly agree, “All people pray
to the same god or spirit, no matter what
name they use for that spiritual being.”
Furthermore, the belief that, “Meaning and
purpose come from becoming one with all
that is” has captured the minds of 27%.
Thirty-two percent strongly agree that, “If
you do good, you will receive good; and if
you do bad, you will receive bad.” Overall,
61% of practicing Christians embrace at
least one of the ideas rooted in New Spirituality. (Barna Update 5/9/17)

FAITH AND EDUCATION

According to a new Pew Research Center
study of U.S. Christians, among evangelicals, more education correlates with
a higher religious commitment in every
area researchers studied. Evangelical
college grads are more likely than those
who didn’t enroll to attend religious
services at least weekly (68% vs. 55%), to
pray daily (83% vs. 77%), and to believe
in God with absolute certainty (90% vs.
87%). They’re also more likely to say
religion is very important to them (81%

vs. 79%). Fifty-five percent of evangelicals
who didn’t finish high school now attend
church at least once a week. Among evangelicals with a postgraduate degree, that
number shoots up to 70%. Evangelicals
with a graduate degree are more likely
to pray every day (83% vs. 77% of high
school drop-outs), to believe with absolute certainty in God (90% vs. 81%), and
to say religion is important in their lives
(84% vs. 82%). (CT Gleanings 4/26/17)

ARE MILLENNIALS
LEAVING THE CHURCH?

In a recent article titled, 59% of Millennials
Raised in the Church Have Dropped Out—and
They’re Trying to Tell Us Why, on the Christian video site, Faith It, writer Sam Eaton
reported, “Only 4% of the millennial
generation are Bible-based believers. This
means that 96% of Millennials likely don’t
live out the teachings of the Bible, value
the morals of Christianity, and probably
won’t be found in a church.” One notable
exception; black Millennials are not leaving the Church as they are more invested
in the practices and rituals associated with
church life. (ChurchLeaders 4/17/17)

AMERICANS DESIRE
GREATER BIBLE USE

Fifty-eight percent of all U.S. adults wish
they read the Bible more often, down
from 61% a year ago. (Barna Group 4/4/17)
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NEWS & NOTES
SOBERING REALITY

It’s a sobering reality that nearly 80% of
unchurched people say they will engage
in a faith conversation, but only 30%
of Christians are actually telling people
about Jesus. (The Exchange 4/7/17)

GIVING GIVES MILLENNIALS
GOOD VIBES
Millennials are significantly more likely to
experience a range of positive emotions
after giving when compared with older
generations— hopeful (69% vs. 60%),
invested (53% vs. 46%), satisfied (48%
vs. 42%), generous (45% vs. 25%), and
confident (25% vs. 20%). (ECFA The Generosity Project 4/13/17)

COHABITATION AND
FAMILY STABILITY

According to the new World Family Map
2017, an international research project
Focus on the Family helped start, children across the globe born to cohabiting
parents are twice as likely to see their
parents end that relationship and enter at

least one new one. This is significant considering that family stability is a critical
factor in a child’s health and well-being.
(Pulse Check 4/17/17)

SINGLE WOMEN
AND MINISTRY

Single women are more likely than single
men to become missionaries and more
likely than married women and women
with kids to remain on the same project
for an extended period. (CT Women 4/8/17)

POPULATION GROWTH
AMONG CHRISTIANS

Christians had the most births and deaths
of any religious group in recent years,
according to Pew’s global demographic
models. Between 2010 and 2015, an estimated 223 million babies were born to
Christian mothers and roughly 107 million Christians died—a natural increase of
116 million. Over the same period among
Muslims, there were 213 million births
vs. 61 million deaths, a natural increase of
152 million. (Pew Research 4/5/17)

CHURCH ORGANIST
SHORTAGE

A 2015 survey by the American Guild of
Organists confirmed the picture is bleak
and getting worse. The study revealed
60% of its 16,000 members were age 58
or older and just 11% were younger than
37. Fifty-eight percent had played at the
same religious institution for at least 31
years, while only 14% had done so for
less than a decade. Gordon Truitt, senior
editor at the National Association of
Pastoral Musicians, says, “There’s a serious
shortage, and it’s growing. For smaller
churches in particular, it’s a huge concern.” (Baltimore Sun 4/7/17)
Compiled and edited
by Gary Foster,
President of Gary D.
Foster Consulting.
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An American Culture & Faith Institute survey of the general public revealed only 10% of American
adults (24 million) actually have a biblical worldview
Sixty-five percent of U.S. adults consider themselves spiritual vs. 92% of evangelicals
When given the option of about 12 different things people need from their churches, 87% said, “Help
me understand the Bible in-depth”
Nearly four in 10 practicing millennial Christians fact-check sermon claims on Google©
Forty percent of U.S. adults say the presence of clergy offers a “significant benefit” to the community
and 26% say they offer a “small benefit”
Approximately one in 12 Christians worldwide experiences persecution for his/her faith
The majority of U.S. homes are now cell phone only… fewer than 50% have a landline connection,
and 40% still have both
Every eight minutes, Child Protective Services substantiates or finds evidence for a claim of child sexual
abuse… 82% of all child abuse victims under age of 18 are female
More than 46 million people (roughly 15% of the U.S. population) reside in rural America
Unintended pregnancies account for one-third of all children born in the United States
According to the Centers for Disease Control, more than 16 million people in the U.S. live with some
health problem as a result of smoking
On average, products for women or girls cost 7% more than comparable products for men and boys
The cost of college tuition and textbooks have both tripled in price and increased by 200% since 1996
Nearly 30% of the U.S. population includes active Christians who regularly attend church, engage in
Bible study, and volunteer at their churches
Sixty-seven percent of unchurched people in the U.S. say they are unlikely to attend church in the
future
Worldwide, there are more than 40 million people in slavery today
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PASS IT ON

Why a Clothespin and
Word Picture Can be
Crucial in Counseling

m

John Trent, Ph.D.

Marv Levy was the longtime head coach of the National Football League’s Buffalo
Bills. Many know him as the only coach in NFL history to have lost four Super Bowls.
However, dig into the man a little deeper and you will find there’s much more there
than just football.
Levy graduated magna cum laude from Coe College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
where he was a member of Phi Beta Kappa (considered the nation’s most prestigious
honor society). He was twice voted student council president and earned varsity
letters in football, track, and basketball. Levy served during World War II in the Army
Air Corps and earned a master’s degree in history from Harvard University upon his
return. He is also a member of the Pro Football Hall of Fame. In other words, Marv
Levy is a real renaissance man—someone whose knowledge and experience give him
an apt word for just about any situation.
This was witnessed when a reporter approached Coach Levy with one of those
“roll your eyes” questions that they tend to ask: “So how important is your backup
quarterback this year?” Levy didn’t say, “Next question.” Instead, his response was
classic: “A backup quarterback is like a parachute. You don’t need one until you need
one. And then you really need one.”
From my counseling experience and also being married now for 40 years, I
believe, just as likely as there is a roadside radar gun waiting for you at some point
in the future, there WILL be times when you need a word picture. By that, I mean
something we call an “emotional word picture.” In counseling, this concept has
been referred to as a “therapeutic metaphor”—a way to help clients better deal with
or mentally “picture” something that has impacted their lives and is difficult to talk
about. Or, perhaps, it represents a deeper insight or something you want to share
with them in a memorable way.
Christian Counseling Connection
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“Gracious words
are a honeycomb,
sweet to the
soul and healing
to the bones”
– Proverbs 16:24, NIV
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With almost every person, couple or family I counsel, at some point I will give
them a “word picture.” However, with children and young adults, I often skip the,
“So how do you feel about that?” question and, instead, lay out a number of “pictures” in front of them. For me, they are pictures cut out of various magazines (I
know that’s “old school”—so feel free to use Google© or any legal means of coming
up with pictures).
I will then ask, “See all these pictures?” after spreading out several of all sizes
and categories. “Pick up the one you think most describes how you’re feeling
today.” Once, a young lady picked up a huge submarine bursting up out of the
water from more than 20 pictures in front of her, almost like a whale breaching the
surface.
“Why did you pick that one?” I asked.
“Because ever since that happened (her reason for being brought in to counseling)… I feel like I’ve been in a submarine. I can look out and see everyone else,
but no one can see me….” What an insight… and what a counseling handle for
our next few sessions. “Is anyone down inside the submarine with you? Is it dark?
Is Jesus down there with you? What would it take to get the submarine to come up
out of the water… to get it to come back to port and put you on dry land?”
If you are a counselor, you WILL need a word picture one day. To give insight… to help people face an issue by “picturing” it in a manner that gets the problem outside of themselves and incorporating a less threatening way to deal with
really hard things. (For more information on using word pictures to help heal, see
the book I wrote with Gary Smalley called, The Language of Love. It’s being revised
right now by Focus on the Family and Tyndale publishers.)
Emotional word pictures WILL be something you can use in your counseling practice or ministry, but they can also help strengthen your most important
relationships. There will be times when an emotional word picture can help your
own marriage and family. On the surface, this may seem like a no-brainer; however,
remember we live in a negative world that does a great job of communicating to
people that they are worthless and broken.
Breakthroughs in neuroscience are unmasking how terribly damaging negative
words can be at the cellular level, but just the opposite is true as well. Researchers are
finding a powerful correlation between positive messaging and everything from better health choices1 to an increased sense of well-being and the likelihood of making
good choices.2 That should not surprise us. Solomon affirmed this truth 3,000
years ago when he said, “Gracious words are a honeycomb, sweet to the soul and
healing to the bones” (Proverbs 16:24, NIV), and “A word fitly spoken is like apples
of gold in settings of silver” (Proverbs 25:11, NKJV). For example, a word picture
used to praise your spouse can become something so meaningful that it stays on
your refrigerator for decades.
Years ago, when our children were young, I was out playing in the yard with
my daughters, Kari and Laura, the evening before I headed overseas to speak to a
group of military families. I was thinking and praying about a way—literally about
a word picture—I could tell my wife, Cindy, “thank you” for her love and support,
but also for the way SHE was helping those military families by holding together
everything at home when I was away. And just then, Laura, our youngest, ran over
and handed me exactly what I was looking for… a clothespin. Although we had a
dryer at that time, someone living in the house before us obviously had a clothesline and, while digging around the yard, Laura found an old clothespin. It was really
old. The metal was rusted and the wood was cracking and bleached almost white…
but it was perfect.
Cindy called us to come in for dinner, and as we all raced to the back door, I
pulled my wife outside for a brief moment, just the two of us. “Hey, I wanted you
to have something,” I said, while taking her hand and putting the clothespin in her
palm. “Cindy, this represents one of the many things for which I am so grateful for
about you… especially with me taking off early tomorrow morning.”
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“Super,” Cindy said… obviously not feeling quite as enthused as I was about what I had just handed her… “Are you
telling me I’m old, breaking down, and rusted out?”
“No wait!” I said. “I know it’s not new, but one of the
things I love so much about you is that whenever I have to
head out on a trip, you do such an incredible job of holding
everything together here at home. “I never worry about you
and the kids not doing well… about you being able to handle
whatever comes up. And I know you get a ‘vote’ on any
conference I’m considering, including this one, but while I’m
gone, I just want you to know that you’re a solid gold clothespin.” And then I gave her a kiss.
Fast forward five days to when I get back home. Guess
what Cindy had done? She took that old clothespin, painted
it white with a small red heart, and glued a magnet to the
back. And guess where it is, still today, after 35 years? Right
where everything that is most important goes in our family—
on the refrigerator. Everyone else walks by and sees a clothespin holding a picture or note and thinks it’s something cool
the kids made for Cindy… but to her, it’s something special
that says, “I’m a clothespin. I’m really good at holding everything together when John goes out of town for our family and
ministry to encourage others.” At a cellular level, I want Cindy
to know every day that I am grateful for her, but I also want
some word pictures to say that as well… and to keep saying it
over and over again.

There are hundreds of word pictures you can use to
praise and encourage. Here’s hoping in both your counseling
support and care for your families that you will find just the
right ones to bless and encourage others. ;
Endnotes
1
http://scienceblogs.com/thepumphandle/2015/02/06/study-self-affirmationtargets-the-brain-in-way-that-makes-us-receptive-to-health-messaging/.
2
Cascio, C.N., O’Donnell, M.B., Tinney, F.J., Lieberman, M.D., Taylor, S.E.,
Strecher, V.J., & Falk, E.B. (2016). Self-affirmation activates brain systems
associated with self-related processing and reward and is reinforced by future
orientation. Social Cognitive and Affective Neuroscience, 11(4), 621-629 cited at
http://www.goodtherapy.org/blog/how-positive-affirmations-can-help-youachieve-your-goals-0227175.
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